finishes

With online shopping becoming increasingly popular, university post rooms are becoming busy places.
Each package delivered needs to be received, logged and directed to the correct employee or student
– a huge drain on resources. In fact managing the parcels of 1,000 employees now costs 3,500 hours of
lost productivity each year (MYPUP, 2019). Rather than employ more staff, our MYPUP (My Pick-Up
Point) parcel lockers can help to automate the process, reduce costs and increase convenience.

Available in a variety of plain, wood and
fantasy décor finishes including:

When a parcel arrives it’s placed into a MYPUP locker at the pick-up point. The student or staff member
receives a message by SMS or email to say it’s ready to be collected, with a unique code that gives
them access to the locker. The parcel is either collected at a convenient time, or if forgotten, the
software can be set to send a collection reminder.
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Simplicity

MYPUP is an electronic parcel management solution. Parcels are easily logged on the system, and kept
safe while awaiting collection. This frees up your staff to complete other tasks that add more value to
your business. The software can also be used to manage IT equipment, parcels within halls of
residence, or office deliveries.

Take your storage to a new level with our
Zones concept. Transform your lockers with
high resolution photography or images. Make
your storage a feature that showcases unique
designs and themed imagery. We use the
latest latex printing technology with laminates
that are long-lasting, scuff-resistant
and durable.

+44 (0) 1621 855 053
simplicity@yourworkspace.com
www.simplicitystorage.co.uk
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benefits of smart lockers
Easy to use - Simplicity enables students and staff to
open a locker using their ID card or smartphone.

about
simplicity
Universities, colleges and schools face
a growing need to provide students
and staff with safe and convenient
locker storage, as more people choose
to carry around expensive possessions
like laptops, tablets and cameras.
Mechanical locker systems come with
considerable administrative work and
take up a large amount of space. A
substantial amount of time is spent
opening lockers for students who have
forgotten their keys, and replacing
lost keys.
Our Simplicity smart lockers are the
ideal way to tackle large-scale locker
installations, ensuring hassle-free
management, and ease of access for
students and staff. This keyless locker
solution can be easily managed and
monitored remotely whilst providing
flexible storage, without restricting
students and staff to one locker.

Easy Reporting - Centrally managed system with
administrator access to usage data and reports.

Safe & Secure - Lockers are engineered to be more
secure, so valuables are safe on campus.

Easy Management - Integrate Simplicity with other
systems, set up business rules and send automated
notifications with our software.

Simply Tap - Simply touch ID card to either the
control panel or the lock on an available locker
to open.

simple management
Simplicity lockers make managing personal
storage easy. The management software
enables administrators to change
configurations, assign lockers, and see in
real-time which lockers are in use. To
streamline operations, the system can be
integrated with any campus access card
system. Simplicity offers a tailor-made
solution to meet your specific requirements.

flexible
Simplicity allows for increased flexibility and
reduced storage space. Students often need
temporary storage which is not bound to a
specific location. With Simplicity the same
locker can be used by multiple students
throughout the day. As soon as a locker is
available, the next student can use it, cutting
down on the amount of storage space
needed.

secure
Simplicity smart lockers are manufactured to
be as secure as possible. Our push-to-open
doors increase security. The use of integral
hinges further improves security while
minimising maintenance. The software also
gives insight into ‘event’ information (doors
opening and closing).

access options
Students can open a locker using their
building access card, or use the free mobile
app.
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